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 Live Commerce
: Join the video selling revolution 









 
PLEASE, DO NOT WATCH










Interactive videos to boost sales, shows to entertain and build customer loyalty, customer service by video, brands with their own Internet TV channel, online teleshopping… video websites are here to stay
 





 



























VIDEO WEB: WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
 





The Internet is the new television. In 2022, audiovisual content will account for 82% of global Internet traffic. In fact, 92% of all Internet users consumed video content in 2021.
Streaming platforms and social media sites have instigated a huge shift in consumer trends. Almost one-third of users watch video tutorials. We consume live streaming content and even check video reviews about products or services before spending our money. The rules of the game have changed and brands are taking control of their audience.
Welcome to the Video Selling Revolution. Welcome to Onlive.site!
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Hundreds of customers including some of the most well-known global brands trust Onlive.Site for its video selling, video demo, video customer care and video communication branded ads-free channels
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LIVE SHOPPING
 





ONE TO MANY
 





Connect with your audience by creating sales-oriented shows with entertaining content and interacting in real time with your customers. Your customers will be able to seamlessly complete the purchase without leaving the show, on live: Multiply your conversion and sales with live stream Shopping. Show me more…
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Personal Online SHOPPER
 





ONE TO ONE
 





Regain direct contact with your customer via One-to-One Video Shopping in your online store. Thanks to the support of sellers in the online sales process, you will trigger conversions, increase your average order value and build customer loyalty. Show me more…
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INTERACTIVE VIDEOS
 





SHOPPABLE VIDEOS
 





Convert any video into a powerful and interactive point of sale. Help your customers buy what they want without leaving the place that inspired them. You will improve your SEO, as well as boost visit times and conversions for your website.. Show me more…
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ONLINE TV CHANNEL
 





Brands can already create their own interactive TV channel quickly and easily, on their own website.
Their own TV channel from which to livestream their Live Shopping shows and then restream them to their social media sites. A repository for storing all their interactive Shopentertainment videos. An online shopping platform for boosting their sales figures with Live Shopping and Shoppable videos. In short, a video website. Show me more…
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ONLIVE.SITE: THE ONE STOP SHOP FOR VIDEO WEB
 





Our livestreaming, live video shopping, interactive video and online TV channel platform has already earned the confidence of brands worldwide in countries such as Argentina, Belgium, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, France, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Mexico, the Netherlands, Portugal, Spain, Venezuela, the United Kingdom, Uruguay and the United States.
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Choose a languageEnglish
Español
Français
Português
Italiano
Deutsch
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